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Abstract
In order to help the knowledge engineer and the expert during knowledge
acquisition phase, the ACACIA Group is working on a knowledge acquisition
methodology and tool (KATEMES) allowing knowledge acquisition from multiple experts, exploiting the specificities of design problems and preparing the
assistance to the end-user and the quality of explanations he will be provided
with. This paper describes our research program. After a brief description
of our previous knowledge acquisition tool 3DKAT, we will present the primitives of KATEMES and the problems we intend to study and the ideas we
intend to deepen about the link between knowledge acquisition and explanations, knowledge acquisition from multiple experts and methodological aspects.
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1

Introduction

During the phase of knowledge acquisition and specification of a multi-expert knowledge-based design system, how to prepare the quality of the final system (concerning
as well its reasoning capabilities or the explanations it will be able to generate)? This
question guides the research of ACACIA group, research summed up as follows:
In order to help the knowledge engineer and the expert during knowledge acquisition phase, we are working on a knowledge acquisition methodology and tool
(KATEMES) allowing knowledge acquisition from multiple experts, exploiting the
specifieities of design problems and preparing the assistance to the end-user and
the quality of explanations he will be provided with.
Some knowledge acquisition tools don't rely on the problem class while other
researchers focus on a given problem class by proposing tools dedicated to this
problem class: for example, SALT [50,51] is aimed at design applications. We will
adopt this last approach and try to deepen design applications, for which our team
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had a number of experiments in the past [59,58,60]. Notice that very few knowledge
acquisition tools concern design task, that is considered as very difficult to tackle:
DSPL ACQUIRER [13], SALT[51], CANARD [69].
Here are the main questions we will study: 1) How to elicit and model knowledge
from several experts? 2) How to take into account the users of the final knowledgebased system (KBS) and, in particular, to prepare the quality of the future explanations in the earlier knowledge acquisition phase? 3) How to validate the acquired
knowledge? 4) How to design the final multi-experts system? 5) Can we propose a
methodology taking into account explanations and multi-expertise?
KATEMES (Knowledge Acquisition Toot for Explainable, Multi-Expert Systems)
will be the result of this research.
This paper will describe our research program. After a brief description of
our previous knowledge acquisition tool 3DKAT, we will present the primitives of
KATEMES and the problems we intend to study and the ideas we intend to deepen
about the link between knowledge acquisition and explanations, knowledge acquisition from multiple experts and methodological aspects. Very-long-term research
topics such as validation of the acquired knowledge and design of the final system
will also be mentioned in order to give a complete idea of the ACACIA program. At
the end of each section, we indicate related work, in order to recapitulate the points
for which similar ideas were already evoked by other researchers and to highlight
those for which we propose an original approach.

2
2.1

F r o m 3 D K A T to K A T E M E S
3DKAT

In our past work, we developed a knowledge acquisition tool aimed at design applications, 3DKAT 1 [24,1]. It allows to describe the structure of the designed system
and of its components, and to represent explicitly the dynamic model used by the
expert during the design process. It relies on the observation that, for a design application, the knowledge engineer seems to reconstruct a model of the system to be
designed, using what he understood from the information provided by the expert.
3DKAT allows the knowledge engineer to make this model explicit and to let the
expert validate it.
This model is based on the dependencies among the main parameters occurring
during the problem solving and can be represented through a dependency graph called
PDOG (Parameter Dependency Oriented Graph). A node of the graph corresponds
either to an attribute of the object to be designed or to one of its components, or
to a parameter issued from the external environment. 3DKAT proposes a typology
of relations possible among the nodes. This hierarchy of links can be extended by
application-specific relations. A particular relation, called topos, allows to express
how a parameter influences another. The influence of a given parameter modification
can then be visualized dynamically.
During knowledge acquisition phase, through a PDOG, the knowledge engineer
13DKAT was designed by Rose Dieng and Brigitte Trousse and implemented by Marie-Pantie
Epp, Nathalie Riera and Eric FMsandiel-.
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makes the model he built from the interviews with the expert, explicit. Then he
presents this dependency graph to the expert in order to complete it or correct it
with him. Several types of qualitative reasoning are possible on the graph. The
knowledge engineer can simulate the effect of increasing or decreasing a parameter
(what-if reasoning), or simulate how to increase or decrease a parameter (how-to
reasoning). Both kinds of reasoning are useful as well in design as in re-design from
an existing solution. Thanks to a graphic, qualitative, parameterized simulation of
the expert's reasoning, the macroscopic behaviour of the future expert system can
thus be simulated and validated before effective implementation.
3DKAT also allows to model the subpart graph of an object as it is important in
design applications. It offers a language of description of the expert's tasks and a
notion of task graph, called TDOG (Task Dependency Oriented Graph).
The modelling of dynamic knowledge through PDOGs and the macroscopic validation thus allowed are one of the main interests of 3DKAT. Another strength is
the ability to tackle some kinds of design tasks such as configuration of a composite
system made of several components.
2.2

Extensions

of 3DKAT

to KATEMES

The part 2 of the SISYPHUS'91 project aimed at deepening various models of problem solving in knowledge-based systems, so as to analyse their influence on knowledge acquisition activities. A comparison of such models was performed through
an example of office assignment. Our participation to this project [1] allowed us
to analyse the differences between 3DKAT approach and generic approaches such
as Chandrasekaran's generic tasks [11,12] or KADS interpretation models [64]. We
could also distinguish the aspects rather design-oriented in 3DKAT (the PDOGs,
the subpart graphs) and the more general aspects (the task language, the use of semantic networks): PDOGs or subpart graphs are mainly useful in design problems
consisting of building a composite system made of several components.
3DKAT allows to model one expert's vision only and the possibility of knowledge acquisition from several designers cooperating for a design task is not offered
explicitly. Last, 3DKAT does not take into account the future KBS user and it does
not help the knowledge engineer to prepare the explanations this user would need.
Therefore, we will propose several extensions of 3DKAT so as to constitute a
new tool KATEMES (Knowledge Acquisition Tool for Explainable, Multi-Expert
Systems). This new tool will be more ambitious than 3DKAT. It will also focus
on design applications but in addition, it will tackle the problems of explanations
and multi-expertise.
The following sections will describe the main planned research topics: a) choice
of the primitives of the knowledge acquisition tool, b) preparation of the assistance
to the end-user, e) study of multi-expertise, d) methodological aspects.

3
3.1

T h e P r i m i t i v e s of K A T E M E S
Knowledge

Graphs

and Links

KATEMES will offer the knowledge engineer a knowledge representation formalism
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and various libraries. Knowledge will be described through semantic networks, called
knowledge graphs. Several types of knowledge graphs will be possible, according
to the nature of nodes and links. The nodes of a knowledge graph can be: a)
parameters of the system to be designed, b) tasks of the experts or of the users, c)
agents (allowing to represent the experts).
As in MACAO [2], we will admit generic graphs (where nodes correspond to
classes) and instantiated graphs (where nodes are associated to instances).
We will extend the taxonomy of links previously offered by 3DKAT: the knowledge engineer will then use this link library and will be able to complete it by
application-specific links.
We will distinguish: a) static links (such as the subpart link): no behaviour will
be associated to them and they will help to constitute static knowledge graphs, b)
dynamic links (such as topoi): a behaviour will be associated to such links, so that
a simulation can be performed on the dynamic graphs where such links will appear.
Some links will be general (interesting for various classes of problems) while
others will be specially offered for design applications. Some links will be generic
while others will be application-specific and added by the knowledge engineer.
Some kinds of important links will be stressed and considered as viewpoints: for
example, electrical-link, mechanical-link, family-link are examples of such viewpoints
that may be considered as interesting in an application. It will then be possible
to associate knowledge graphs to these types of links. For example, in 3DKAT,
there were three kinds of knowledge graphs: the subpart graph, the PDOG and the
TDOG. The only kind of static link emphasized was the subpart link. The PDOG
was gathering all kinds of links among parameters (allows-to-calculate, influence
relation...). The TDOG was stressing links among tasks such as followed-by, ispalliated-by... In KATEMES, it will be possible to emphasize other kinds of links:
instead of gathering all kinds of links in the PDOG, we will distinguish as many
types of knowledge graphs as important links. For example, the knowledge engineer
can decide to stress the links expressing "electrical relationships" and thus to handle
an "electrical viewpoint knowledge graph".
Links can concern parameters or tasks or other entities. Links concerning entities
of the same nature will lead to homogeneous knowledge graphs, while heterogeneous
knowledge graphs will admit nodes of different natures.
As case-based reasoning is important in design applications [74,48], KATEMES
will allow the knowledge engineer to elicit and store descriptions of typical solutions
that may be used later for explanations. A typical solution will be a kind of knowledge graph, with a context describing its application conditions.
Remark:
We consider that this research, aiming at finding the adequate kinds of links and
of knowledge graphs to emphasize, holds at a "knowledge level" [61]. We are aware
of the complexity of this problem and we don't claim to find a general solution.
But focusing on design applications should help us to determine links or knowledge
graphs useful for this class of problems at least.
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3.2

Tasks and Agents

KATEMES will offer a language for describing the experts' tasks (as in 3DKAT)
and the users' tasks, and it will handle homogeneous knowledge graphs of tasks, as
3DKAT's TDOGS.
To take into account multi-expertise, we will introduce the notion of agent, having
knowledge graphs, representing its vision of the domain and of its reasoning in the
domain. We will give a more detailed description of this notion of agent later, in the
section concerning multi-expertise.
Some homogeneous knowledge graphs may have agents as nodes and represent
networks of cooperating agents. Some heterogeneous graphs may emphasize the
links among agents and tasks.

3.3

Models of Reasoning

KATEMES will offer a qualitative reasoning on dynamic knowledge graphs. The
relationships between the qualitative simulation offered by KATEMES and qualitative physics [18,42] will be studied. In particular, we will compare our notion of
knowledge graphs and the qualitative representation of a physical system.
A theoretical study of knowledge graphs, perhaps inspired of graph theory, will
also be performed, as in [32].
We will study the consistency of KATEMES graphs through Pearl nets: if we
establish a correspondence between some classes of knowledge graphs and some
known classes of Petri nets, we hope to take benefit of theoretical work already
existing on Petri nets in order to deduce various properties of our knowledge graphs.

3.4

Related Work

The use of semantic networks or knowledge graphs for knowledge acquisition is quite
frequent [2,32] but proposing qualitative graphs on which a qualitative simulation
is carried out seems an original idea, as well as the highlighting of particular links
in a given knowledge graph. In [32], graph theory is used in order to analyse the
properties of knowledge graphs.
Several typologies of links were already studied, in the framework of knowledge
acquisition [2] or in a more general context [27,28].

3.5

Conclusions

We unify several notions in this basic notion of knowledge graph: the choice of the
kinds of nodes, relations and knowledge graphs to emphasize for a given relation will
result from a work at a knowledge level [61].
At the "symbol" level, we will use an object-oriented representation and implement agents, tasks, links, knowledge graphs as objects.
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4

Knowledge Acquisition and Explanations

There may be different types of end-users of the final KBS. Such users may have
various purposes and need different forms of help. We rely on the principle that the
quality of the final KBS future explanations must be prepared in the early knowledge
acquisition phase: some information not necessarily useful for problem solving but
important for the future explanations must be elicited from the experts. We will
determine what this explanatory knowledge consists of and study how to elicit it,
what influence it will have on the methodology and what formalisms will allow to
represent it. This necessity to take into account the explanations as soon as the
knowledge acquisition phase is recognized by researchers on explanations and the
EES project [57,56] relies on this idea.
4.1

Explanatory

Knowledge

The analysis of the different steps leading to the production of an explanation (analysis of the user's request, generation of the explanation contents and presentation
of the answer, using an adequate medium) can give indications on the explanatory
information needed in each of such phases.
We will study the following points :
| Which explanatory knowledge elicit, when and how? In [14], the necessity to

represent deep knowledge, domain principles, causal or mathematical models, and world knowledge for explanations was emphasized and is one of the
interests of research on second generation expert systems [72]. So, deep models can be considered as explanatory information [14,15]. In [54], the author
distinguishes missing knowledge (such as deep knowledge) and implicit knowledge embedded in the implementation (such as the rule choice criterion .... ). In
[57], different kinds of knowledge useful for explanations are stressed: domain
model, domain principles, tradeoffs, preferences, terminological definitions, integration knowledge and optimization knowledge. In [20], the knowledge engineer must indicate application-specific relations, in prevision of future explanations. In [45], different types of explanatory knowledge useful for producing
explanations are distinguished: explanatory principles, discourse structures,
explanation strategies and factual knowledge.
Notice that explanatory knowledge may be dependent or not on the application
or on the problem class: generic explanatory knowledge can thus be offered by a
knowledge acquisition tool while application-dependent explanatory knowledge
needs be elicited from domain experts and from future users. We must study
if this elicitation depends or not on the problem solving knowledge elicitation
and if it must take place simultaneously or later. We must also study how to
link explanatory knowledge to problem solving knowledge. If some explanatory
information is stored in electronic documents, it is possible to link portions of
text to the entities handled by the knowledge acquisition tool and to exploit
hypertext links for later explanations.
9 How to take into account the needs of the future user? Using elicitation tech-

niques (interviews, activity analysis...) can allow to extract various information
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from the intended end-users of the final KBS: their expertise level in comparison with the system, the assistance they need from the system, their needs
in explanations... We will study how the analysis of the end-users' activity
can be integrated in the knowledge acquisition methodology. Determining the
end-users' possible requests and the possible forms of answers they need will
help the knowledge engineer specify the future user - KBS interaction and
the system interfaces. He must also specify the way the system task will be
integrated in the expert's one. The information elicited from the users may
also be analysed to compare the users' knowledge and the experts' one about
the domain and the problem solving, so as to exploit it in the explanatory
module of the final KBS: for example, it could be a basis for correcting the
misunderstandings of the non expert end-users of the final KBS or for filling
in the deficiencies of such users. On the contrary, if the expertise level of the
intended user is higher than the system's one, the system will be rather a kind
of assistant for this user and offer him other kinds of explanations.
9 How to elicit and combine the explanatory knowledge coming from several experts or users (consistency checking, choice between several explanations...)?
Remarks:

The cognitive study of explanatory dialogues among humans [40,34] can give
ideas on the adaptation of explanations to the interlocutor. The explanations given
by the expert to another expert, to a non expert or to the knowledge engineer are
examples of explanations offered to different types of users performing different tasks
and having different goals when they ask explanations. The analysis of the differences
of vocabulary and of explanatory strategies can indicate how the adaptation to
the user is carried out. Some researchers consider the explanatory process as a
cooperation among the explainer and the explainee: therefore, the nature and the
role of both interlocutors affect the cooperation mode.
The interest of a multidisciplinary approach (in particular, the usefulness of
cognitive psychology for knowledge acquisition) is more and more recognized [2,76].
Conclusions
Our study on explanatory knowledge should help us to propose:
- a typology of explanatory knowledge,
a methodology taking into account the end-users,
techniques of elicitation of explanatory knowledge from several experts,
- techniques for checking the consistency of explanatory knowledge elicited from
several experts.
-

-

4.2

Adaptation

of Explanations

We consider that explanations can depend on both the KBS task and the user's task.
We will try to offer tools for improving the adaptation of the future explanations to
the problem class or to the users.
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4.2.1

A d a p t a t i o n to P r o b l e m Classes

Deepening classes of problems will allow us to constitute a library of ~generic ezplanations". As a reflection on classes of problems and generic tasks was already
carried out in the knowledge acquisition method KADS [9], we will rely on KADS
generic tasks: our library will contain information on types of questions, users' goals,
explanatory schemata and explanation presentation media advised for each KADS
generic task.
For example, here is a list of various explanatory questions adapted to the design
task [20]: a) the genesis and the evolution of designed objects [16], b) the relations between objects (cf their role, their evolution...), c) the different viewpoints
on a given object, d) the comparison with typical solutions or typical cases, e) the
justification of the choice between several alternatives, f) the failures, and in particular, those requiring a relaxation of constraints or a redesign, g) the transformation
of a preliminary design into a detailed one, h) the influence of a modification of
specifications or of constraints...
Discussions with some experts in civil engineering design convinced us that such
experts often use analogies with typical solutions, when they give explanations to
other experts of the same domain [16]. So, an explanatory mechanism for explaining
some design choices may be based on such analogies, when the end-user is also an
expert of the same domain.
As graphical explanations seem very useful for designers in civil engineering,
graphics can be used as a medium of presentation, in addition to text.
Such examples of questions, explanatory mechanism and presentation medium for
specific kinds of design task can be exploited for building the "generic explanations"
associated to the design generic task.
Our library of "generic explanations" will contain such information, expressed
using KADS vocabulary and it will guide the knowledge engineer for acquisition of
explanatory knowledge, and for specification of an application-specific explanatory
module.

Remarks:
This research of generic explanations associated to different classes of problems
seems to be a new idea: generally, researchers study explanations regardless of the
problem class. In [5], types of questions (such as "why metaclass" or "justify knowledge source" are associated to entities handled by KADS, but without linking explanations to generic tasks of KADS. The authors study model-based explanations,
described at a knowledge level instead of a symbol level and we do approve this
reflection at a knowledge level.
Most researchers don't take into account the problem class for explanations or
study diagnostic tasks. Very few research on explanations tackle specificities of
design task: let us cite [38,21] and [46] that is interested in the users of a CAD
environment.
4.2.2

A d a p t a t i o n t o t h e Users

Many researchers study user models [53,35,36,37,49 ]. For a given application, some
user's characteristics are interesting to be extracted and analysed during knowledge
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acquisition phase and stored. To deal with such users' characteristics, we will deepen
the notion of user model [36] and try to offer a library of user models. We will
distinguish generic user models and application-specific models and study techniques
for acquiring and exploiting such user models.
In KATEMES, the viewpoint of a category of user wilt be constituted by its
associated knowledge graphs. Techniques of comparison of knowledge graphs will
allow us to compare the user's viewpoints and the expert's ones. We will then be
able to determine a model common to the expert and to the user, as well as a model
of the knowledge specific to each of them.
The correspondence between the users' viewpoints and the experts' ones may
allow a better adaptation of the future explanations: for example, the KBS will be
able to play on the vocabulary, the concepts understandable by a category of users,
the simplified viewpoint that the user has on the expert's reasoning...

This study will end up in:
- a library of generic user models, that will be linked to the library of "generic
explanations",
- techniques of comparison of users' knowledge graphs and experts' ones.

l

4.3

Interest

of KATEMES

for Explanations

The primitives of KATEMES are partly inspired from explanatory needs: for example, the description of typical solutions with their contexts of application is provided
mainly for explanatory reasons, since references to typical cases seem to be often
used by experts giving explanations to other experts in design applications [16].
The description of the tasks of the experts and of the end users can also facilitate
the explanations, as well as the exploitation of different knowledge graphs extracted
using KATEMES: simulations on knowledge graphs may sometimes be used as a
kind of explanation.
During knowledge acquisition phase, we will allow the construction of a structured documentation, based on hypertext techniques and useful later for the future
explanations.
Among other modules, KATEMES will contain:
- a module allowing the exploitation of typical solutions for explanations,
- a module of exploitation of the knowledge graphs for explanations, with a specification of its use in the final KBS,
- a module exploiting such a hypertext-structured documentation, for explanations, with a specification of its use in the final KBS.
4.4

Related

Work

The distinction between explanatory knowledge and problem solving knowledge was
one of the basic ideas of the EES project [57,56,73] and allows, in [62], to differentiate
the explanation line from the reasoning line.
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For a second generation expert system, once acquired, the deep knowledge (i.e
causal model or qualitative model of a system) will be available for later explanations.
Model-based explanations are offered in [4].
In [52], explanations and knowledge acquisition are considered as two aspects
of the same problem. Taking into account explanations in the earlier knowledge
acquisition phase [57,56,39] eases the later maintenance of the KBS. The notion of
explanation structure extracted from the expert is proposed in [41]. In [30], the author proposes a knowledge acquisition technique based on elicitation of justifications
from people. In [5], a model-based approach allows to anticipate the user's questions
and to design mechanisms of answers as soon as the knowledge acquisition phase.
Types of questions are identified and their semantics linked to the components of
KADS method. Another way of linking knowledge acquisition and explanations is
to exploit explanations in order to guide knowledge acquisition: ADELE [15] is a
tool for helping to knowledge acquisition, relying on the exploitation of justifications or explanations in order to ratify knowledge. On the contrary, our approach
consists of exploiting knowledge acquisition in order to prepare and improve future
explanations.
The use of hypertext techniques for explanations was already proposed [33].
Such techniques are also more and more used for knowledge acquisition [43,44]:
K-STATION (tool supporting the method KOD) and SHELLEY (tool supporting
the method KAD5) use such techniques. But the idea of exploiting the documents
obtained during knowledge acquisition phase for later explanations don't seem to
have yet been proposed.

5
5.1

Knowledge Acquisition from Several Experts
The

Problem

The elicitation of knowledge from multiple experts was recently studied [31,8,65,
68,66,67,55,70,77]. Sometimes, it is interesting to extract knowledge from several
experts. They can be: a) either several experts working on the same domain and
able to solve the same kinds of problems (but perhaps using different problem solving
methods), b) or on the contrary specialists having different competence domains,
each of them taking part in the solving of a more global problem.
The experts may disagree on the vocabulary or on some concepts or on limit cases.
The knowledge engineer can try to model the common part of their knowledge as
well as more specific aspects of this knowledge. He can detect possible conflicts and,
according to the case, try to obtain a consensus or to keep the different viewpoints
of the experts. So we must study how to represent the viewpoints of the different
experts, the different possibilities of cooperation or of conflicts among the experts
as well as the combination of their respective tasks.
We will study problems due to elicitation and analysis of knowledge of several
experts: for example, can the analysis of the data elicited from an expert occur
before and guide the elicitation of another expert knowledge or must the knowledge
engineer avoid the biases that may be introduced by this way? We could benefit from
previous experiments of knowledge elicitation from multiple experts [65] and from
studies of cognitive psychologists for avoiding bias in knowledge elicitation. The
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analysis of the elicited data must allow to build: a) a common model corresponding
to the kernel of knowledge common to all experts and perhaps models common only
to sub-groups of experts, b) specific models corresponding to knowledge specific to
an expert and not shared by other experts.

5.2

Multi-Expertise in KATEMES

The viewpoint of an expert will be constituted by his vision of the structural knowledge of the system to be designed (in the ease of a design application), by his dynamic
knowledge represented by dynamic knowledge graphs, by the description of his tasks
and by his interactions with other experts.
We will compare the viewpoints of different experts, in order to detect and solve
potential conflicts among them. Therefore, a correspondence may be established
among the entities handled in the different knowledge graphs. We will propose

techniques for managing consistency of several knowledge graphs.
We will extend the language of description of the expert's tasks, in order to take
into account possible cooperation among several experts (for example, call to other
experts, distribution of a task among several specialists...).
In order to tackle this multi-expertise problem, KATEMES handles the notion of
agent to which a set of knowledge graphs will be associated. An agent may represent
an expert totally or partially. More precisely, an expert may be represented by a
compound agent, made of: a)an agent common to all experts, b) agents common
to this expert and to other experts, c) and an agent representing the specificities of
this expert.
The model of agent that we will propose will be described, among other features,
by (a) its competences, (b) its vision of the domain and of its reasoning (cf its
knowledge graphs), (c) its vision of other agents, (d) its interactions with the other
agents [23].
In addition, we will propose a hierarchy of agents as well as a typology of relations
that can link several agents. We will use this typology to describe semantic networks
of agents [21,22], allowing to describe the way several experts work together, share
their tasks, cooperate or communicate in real life.
Some knowledge graphs will have agents as nodes and represent networks of
cooperating agents. We will study the possibility of qualitative simulation on agent
knowledge graphs. The architecture of the final expert system will take inspiration
of such networks if it intends to reflect the real behaviour of the experts in their
activity.

5.3

N o t i o n of

Composite System

The cooperation of the users with the system can be described through a knowledge
graph: the nodes will be agents representing the users or the system, and the arcs
will be the relations between the users and the system.
In [23], we described our view of the process of knowledge acquisition as the
behaviour of a composite system made of several human agents (experts, knowledge
engineers and users) and software agents (the knowledge acquisition tool, the final
system and the software where the final system will be integrated). This notion of
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composite system made of heterogeneous, interacting agents helps us to model the
main relations between such agents (knowledge transfer, explanation, validation,
assistance to problem solving...) and to analyse the cooperation underlying the
process of knowledge acquisition. Our notion of agent should allow us to model the
user as an agent and ease the description of a knowledge acquisition methodology
involving several human agents.

5.4

Related Work

In the framework of distributed artificial intelligence [7,29,19], we are related to research on distributed knowledge acquisition [26], that emphasizes the link between
knowledge acquisition and multi-agent systems. The modelling of knowledge acquisition process using a composite system comprising interacting human or software
agents is a new idea, as well as the notion of agent to which knowledge graphs are
associated. The vision of the user as an agent of a composite system seems original.
A methodology for acquiring knowledge from a group of experts working together
towards common goals is presented in [47]. The integration of knowledge from
multiple knowledge sources is studied in [55]. A method allowing to detect consensus,
conflicts, correspondences et contrasts is proposed in [67]. Experiments based on
grid repertories used by several experts are described in [68,66]. Techniques for
comparing several viewpoints and solve conflicts among them are depicted in [25].
But techniques of comparison between several knowledge graphs representing the
viewpoints of several experts don't seem to have been studied. The EMA knowledge
acquisition method handles a notion of agent [71].

5.5

Expected Results

This research should lead us to propose:
- a formalism of multiple expert knowledge representation,
- a language of description of the tasks of several experts ,
- a model of agent comprising, among others, a hierarchy of agents and a typology
of relations among agents (cooperation, conflicts ...),
techniques of comparison of several knowledge graphs,
techniques for managing the consistency among the knowledge graphs.
-

-

6

Methodological

Aspects

Several knowledge acquisition methods were proposed recently (EMA [71], KADS
[9], KOD [76], MACAO [2]...) but none focus on design applications and takes
into account the explanations and multi-expertise aspects. A top-down approach
for knowledge acquisition for a design application was proposed in [10]. A few
methodologies handle naultiple experts explicitly [68,47,77]. EMA handles a notion
of agent.
We will study methodological aspects, by taking into account the characteristics
of design applications, explanations and multi-expertise.
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We already noticed several questions linked to the methodology: a) How to elicit
and model knowledge stemming from several experts? b) When and how must the
acquisition of explanatory knowledge be carried out? e) When and how must deep
knowledge be elicited?
This seems rather ambitious. So, our work will be perhaps a study of the influence
of such aspects on a methodology, and what extensions or deepenings the existing
methodologies need to tackle such problems.
How would an original methodology be related to other existing methods? KADS
proposes a general methodology, and adapts the knowledge acquisition mode to each
identified generic task. So we will compare our approach with the propositions of
KADS concerning design applications. KOD is a general method for knowledge
modelling and is independent of the kind of application. At present, we don't see
any connection between our approach and KOD approach. As MACAO is based on
a cognitive model and aims at generality, we can study if this cognitive model needs
to be adapted in order to take into account the specificities of design process.

7
7.1

Very-Long-Term Research Topics
Validation

of Acquired

Knowledge

The necessity to link knowledge acquisition and validation is recognized. During expertise transfer, the knowledge engineer will present the knowledge graphs obtained
during the interviews, to the expert. In addition to this incremental validation of
problem solving knowledge by the experts, explanations will have to be validated
both by the experts and by the users.
Once the final KBS effectively built, the knowledge base will be validated relatively to the specifications constituted by the results of KATEMES. This link between knowledge acquisition, specification of the KBS and validation of the acquired
and implemented knowledge is the basis of a "software engineering" approach during
the development of the KBS.
We can also think about the a posterwri construction of the macroscopic descriplion of an already existing experi system, developed without the help of KATEMES,
in order to have it validated by the expert: it may be seen as a kind of "reverse
engineering", allowing to verify if the KBS satisfies the macroscopic behaviour the
expert had in mind, when describing his activity.
So we will propose rules of macroscopic validation of the KBS. In a very long term,
we intend to exploit the research already performed in order to clarify the notion of
validation and try to have a more formal vision of this notion [3,63,6,75,17].
7.2

Design

of the Final Multi-Expert

System

Figure 1 describes our vision of the whole development of the final KBS.
The multi-expert aspect appearing in the knowledge acquisition phase can be
translated in different architectures of the final KBS: several cooperating knowledge
bases, a blackboard architecture, a multi-agent architecture... We don't intend to
study these aspects. But in a very long term, we could study the possibility of
automatic translation at least into the target shell SMECI that had been developed
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in our team [60]. Probably, this automatic translation will be able to tackle only a
part of the final KBS.
Figure 2 sums up the main tools to be realized.
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8

Conclusions

This paper presented our ideas on the various problems we intend to study in order to build KATEMES, a tool able to tackle specificities of design applications,
explanations and multi-expertise. We are aware that this project is very ambitions
and attacks several difficult problems. But it is important for us to think of such
problems as soon as knowledge acquisition phase, so as to offer adequate primitives
in our tool. Our previous experience in design applications, knowledge acquisition,
explanations, and cooperation among cognitive agents will guide us. We will exploit, generalize and try to unify this previous work that inspired the key notions of
KATEMES: agents, relations and knowledge graphs. The dependency on the problem class wilt help us to simplify some problems: each time we will try to build
a library of generic, predefined entities (such as links, knowledge graphs, explanations...), we will deepen design applications, so as to offer the part of the library
specially adapted to such applications, at least.
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